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[06:45]   B1FF: test
[06:45]   B1FF: time for bed
[06:48]   jrlevine: another test
[08:24]   ICANN__Came: About URS: If the domain is registered under a TLD operated in a certain jurisdiction (let us say some .city domain), can this registry impose the rule that the URS complainant has to have his mark registered in the same jurisdiction or will such a requirement added by a Registry be viewed as non-compliant with the URS policy?
[10:53]   ICANN__Came: Test
[10:54]   ICANN__Came: Only sent once
[10:54]   ICANN: Test 2
[10:56]   PRNinc2748: test
[10:56]   Tsavo: Test from web browser... 
[10:58]   nashton: test from IRC client
[10:59]   Tsavo: Looks good from my end
[11:21]  Patricio_Po: What is the current total contribution from ccTLDs and how does it relate to how much ICANN says that it spends on ccTLD related matters?
[12:29]   sheony: 33
[12:29]   sheony: hi,
[12:33]   PRNinc2748: hi
[12:51]  Nick_Ashton: Good afternoon